**The Quantization of Musical Time: A Connectionist Approach**

**Introduction**

Musical time can be considered to be the product of two time scales: the discrete time intervals of a metrical structure and the continuous time scales of tempo changes and expressive timing [Clarke 1987a]. In musical notation both kinds are present, although the notation of continuous time is less developed than that of metric time (often just a word like “rubato” or “accelerando” is notated in the score). In the experimental literature, different ways in which a musician can add continuous timing changes to the metrical score have been identified. There are systematic changes in certain rhythmic forms: for example, shortening triplets [Vos and Handel 1987] and timing differences occurring in voice leading with ensemble playing [Rasch 1979]. Deliberate departures from metricality, such as rubato, seem to be used to emphasize musical structure, as exemplified in the phrase-final lengthening principle formalized by Todd [1985]. In addition to these effects, which are collectively called expressive timing, there are nonvoluntary effects, such as random timing errors caused by the limits in the accuracy of the motor system [Shaffer 1981] and errors in mental time-keeping processes [Vorberg and Hambuch 1978]. These effects are generally rather small—in the order of 10–100 msec. To make sense of most musical styles, it is necessary to separate the discrete and continuous components of musical time. We will call this process of separation quantization, although the term is generally used to reflect only the extraction of a metrical score from a musical performance.

**Perception of Musical Time**

Human subjects, even without much musical training, can extract, memorize, and reproduce the discrete metrical structure from a performance of a simple piece of music—even when a large continuous timing component is involved. This is surprising, given that the note durations in performance can deviate by up to 50 percent from their metrical values [Povel 1977]. Indeed, it seems that the perception of time intervals on a discrete scale is an obligatory, automatic process [Sternberg, Knoll, and Zukofsky 1982; Clarke 1987b]. This so-called categorical perception can also be found in speech perception and vision. By contrast, the perception and reproduction of continuous time in musical performance seems to be associated with expert behavior.

Once the discrete and continuous aspects of timing have been separated by a quantization process, each can function as an input to other processes. The induction of an internal clock [Povel and Essens 1985] and the reconstruction of the hierarchical structure of rhythmic patterns [Mont-Reynaud and Goldstein 1985] both rely on the presence of a metrical score, while Todd [1985] has developed a model in which hierarchical structure is recovered from expressive timing alone.

**Applications of Quantization**

Apart from its importance for cognitive modeling, a good theory of quantization has technical applications. It is one of the bottlenecks in the automatic transcription of performed music, and is also important for compositions with a real-time, interac-
tive component where the computer improvises or interacts with a live performer. Last but not least, a quantization tool would make it possible to study the expressive timing of music for which no score exists, as in improvised music.

**Known Methods**

Few computational models are available in the literature for separating a metrical score from expressive timing in performed music (Desain and Honing 1988). Available methods produce a considerable number of errors when quantizing the data. The traditional approach is to expand and contract note durations according to a metrical grid that is more or less fixed—the grid being adjustable to incorporate different, low-level subdivisions [e.g., for triplets]. Commercial MIDI software uses this method, which often gives rise to a musically absurd output, as shown in Fig. 1. Better results are obtained when the system tracks the tempo variations of the performer (Dannenberg and Mont-Reynaud 1978), though the system still returns an error rate of 30 percent. More sophisticated artificial intelligence [AI] methods use knowledge about meter (Longuet-Higgins 1987) and other aspects of musical structure. A particularly elaborate system originated at the CCRMA center at Stanford University in the automatic transcription project (Chowning et al. 1984). This knowledge-based method uses information about different kinds of accent, local context, and other musical clues to guide the search for an optimal quantized description of the data. It is entirely implemented in a symbolic, rule-based paradigm. This approach can be seen as the antithesis of our approach, in which all knowledge in the system is represented implicitly. We took the connectionist approach because knowledge-based approaches seemed to offer no real solution to manifest inadequacies of the simplistic metrical grid method. As with the majority of traditional AI programs, the sophisticated knowledge these AI methods use is extremely domain dependent (depending on a specific musical style), causing the systems to break down rapidly when applied to data foreign to this style.

**Connectionist Methods**

Connectionism provides the possibility for new kinds of models with characteristics traditional AI models lack, in particular robustness and flexibility (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986). Connectionist models consist of a large number of simple elements, each of which has its own activation level. These cells are interconnected in a complex network, with the connections serving to excite or inhibit other elements. One broad class of these networks, known as interactive activation and constraint satisfaction networks, generally converge towards an equilibrium state given some initial state.

An example of the application of these networks to music perception is given by Bharucha (1987) in the context of tonal harmony. These networks have not yet been used for quantization. The quantization model presented in this paper is a connectionist network designed to converge from nonmetrical performance data to a metrical equilibrium state. This convergence is hard wired into the system, and no learning takes place. The model is thought of as a collection of relatively abstract elements, each of which performs a rather complex function compared to standard connectionist models. While it may be possible to express these functions in terms of one of the formalisms for neural networks, this lies beyond the scope of the present article.

**Basic Model**

Consider a network with two kinds of cells: the basic cell, with an initial state equal to an inter-onset interval, and the interaction cell, which is connected in a bidirectional manner to two basic cells. Figure 2a shows the topology of a network for quantizing a rhythm of four beats, having its three
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inter-onset intervals set as states of the three basic cells, labeled A, B, and C. There are two interaction cells connected to the basic cells A and B, and B and C, respectively. Each interaction cell steers the two basic cells to which it is connected toward integer multiples of one another, but only if they are already near this state. It applies the interaction function to the quotient of their states [ratios smaller than 1 are inverted]. If this ratio were close to an integer [e.g., 1.9 or 2.1], the interaction function would return a change of ratio that would steer the two states toward a perfect integer relation [e.g., 2]. Figure 3 illustrates the interactions that are relevant in quantizing the four-beat rhythm. One can see that if the ratio is slightly above an integer, it will be adjusted downward, and vice versa as in Fig. 4.

There are constraints to be taken into account for interaction functions. First, the function and its derivative should be zero in the middle region between two integer ratios. In this region it is not clear if the integer ratio above or below is the proper goal, so no attempt is made to change the ratio. Second, the derivative around integer ratios should be negative to steer the ratio towards the integer, but greater than −1 to prevent overshoot that would result in oscillations. Third, the magnitude of the function should decrease with increasing ratios to diminish the influence of larger ratios. A large class of functions meet these constraints. At present we use a polynomial section around each integer ratio.
The degree of the polynomial, called the peak parameter, is typically between 2 and 12. To realize the decreasing magnitude of the interaction function, each section is scaled with a multiplication factor that is a negative power of the integer ratio. This power is called the decay parameter, and is typically between −1 and −3. This interaction function is defined as

\[ F(r) = (\text{round}(r) - r) \star \]
\[ |2(r - \text{entier}(r) - 0.5)|^p \star \]
\[ \text{round}(r)^d, \]

in which the first term gives the ideal change of ratio, the second term signifies the speed of change which is at maximum near an integer ratio (with peak parameter \( p \)), and the third term scales the change to be lower at higher ratios (with decay parameter \( d \)). It is simple to prove that this interaction function satisfies the constraints mentioned.

From the change of ratio \( F(a/b) \), new intervals \( a + \Delta \) and \( b - \Delta \) are calculated without altering the sum of both intervals.

\[ \frac{a + \Delta}{b - \Delta} = \frac{a}{b} + F\left(\frac{a}{b}\right) \]

which implies

\[ \Delta = \frac{bF\left(\frac{a}{b}\right)}{1 + \frac{a}{b} + F\left(\frac{a}{b}\right)} \]

In simulating the network, each interaction cell updates the states of the two basic cells to which it is connected. This process is repeated, moving the basic cells slowly towards equilibrium. Equilibrium is assumed when no cell changes more than a certain amount between two iterations. For example, let us take a rhythm with inter-onset intervals of 2, 1.1, and 2.9 csec. As the representation of duration is currently unimportant in the model, they are treated as relative values (tempo has no influence on the quantization). This rhythm is represented in a basic network as three cells with the initial states 2.0:1.1:2.9. Iterating the procedure outlined above for the interactions between cells labeled A and B, and cells B and C will adjust the durations toward 2:1:3, where the net reaches an equilibrium. Figure 5a is a graph of the state of each basic cell as a function of the iteration count.

This type of network can of course only quantize very simple rhythms. Consider for instance the rhythm 1.1:2.0:2.9, which should converge to 1:2:3. The cell representing 2.9 only interacts with its neighbor 2.0, the resultant ratio 1:45 being a long way from an integer. The basic net adjusts these values to 1.2:2.4:2.4, as seen in Fig. 5b.

What the model fails to take account of is the time interval 3.1, the sum of the first two durations. If this interval were incorporated into the model, it would interact successfully with the third interval [2.9] in such a way that the pair of intervals would gravitate toward the ratio 1. This observation leads to a revised model.

---

Compound Model

In order to represent the longer time intervals generated by a sequence of notes, *sum cells* are postulated. These cells sum the activation levels of the basic cells to which they are connected. The interaction of a sum cell with its basic cells is bidirectional; if the sum cell changes its value, the basic cells connected to it will all change proportionally. The sum cells are interconnected to cells representing adjacent intervals by the same interaction cells that are used in the basic model. The function of the interaction cells is once again to try to steer the interconnected cells—which may be sum cells, or a mixture of sum cells and basic cells—toward an integer ratio as was shown in Figs. 2b and 3b.

Our earlier example—a duration sequence of 1.1, 2.0, 2.9—is now quantized correctly due to combined effects of interacting sum cells and the interactions between the basic cells. Let us consider a more complex example using the real performance data shown in Fig. 6. In this rhythm the final sixteenth note is played longer than the middle note of the triplet. Nonetheless the local context of the two intervals steers each note towards its correct value as seen in Fig. 6. The compound model produces promising results, even though the network is rather sparse, allowing only adjacent time intervals to interact. A compound network for a rhythm of \( n \) intervals consists of \( n \) basic cells, \( \lfloor n + 1 \rfloor \frac{(n - 2)}{2} \) sum cells, and \( n(n^2 - 1)/6 \) interaction cells.

Understanding the Model

In connectionist systems the global behavior emerges from a large number of local interactions. This makes it very difficult to study the behavior of the network at a detailed level. While it may initially seem attractive to use descriptions like "winning cells," "pulling harder," etc., a better understanding of the patterns of change within the network and of the influence of context requires the development of specialized methods. An approach that has proved very useful is what we call the *clamping method*. This entails the clamping, or fixing, of the states of all but one of the cells. The remaining cell is given an activation level in a reasonable range (the independent variable). Then the resulting change that would have taken place—after one iteration—if the cell were free to change its activation level is monitored (the dependent variable). In order to facilitate the interpretation of this measure (the amount of change), the function is negated and integrated to give a curve with local minima at stable points. The state of the experimentally varied cell will tend to move towards a minimum, like a rolling ball on an uneven surface. As such, it can be interpreted as a curve of potential energy. These minima and maxima can now be evaluated and judged in light of the context set up.
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Fig. 6. State as a function of iteration count for a complex rhythm in a compound network.
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by the surrounding clamped cells. We call the interval between two neighboring local maxima the catch range. A value occurring within this range will move towards the minimum between these two maxima, provided the context does not change. The size of the interval where the potential energy stays close to a minimum is called its flatness value. It is a measure of the lack of clarity in the context; simple and clear contexts give rise to sharp minima.

Figure 7a shows the potential energy curve of two cells in a basic network; the first has a state of 1, while the other varies between 0–5. The figure shows prominent local minima at 1, 2, 3, 4 and so on, and at the inverse ratios (.5, .33, and so on). These will be the equilibrium states of the second cell. Note the flatter minima at larger ratios.

A graph of the basic interaction (without sum cells) in a 3 cell net with the first two cells clamped to the values 2 and 1 would yield the same curve, since the first cell does not interact with the varying third cell. Introducing sum cells, however, gives a different curve as can be seen in Fig. 7b. A minimum is shown at 3 caused by the interaction of the sum of the first and second basic cells with the last cell (3:3 yielding a ratio of 1). The minimum at 3 being strengthened by the interaction of the first cell with the sum of the second two (2:4, yielding a ratio of 2). This interaction also results in a weaker minimum at 1.5 (3:1.5, a ratio of 2). With a left context of 2:1:1 the minimum at 3 almost disappears as in Fig. 7c. There is now a strong minimum at 2 because the sum cell—which combines the durations of the second and third cell—is also 2. The sum of the first three cells give rise to the minimum at 4. This clamping method thus gives a clear picture of the mechanisms involved in the complex interactions through a simplification of the process that assumes fixed values in most of the cells. The
same method can also be used to study the influence of the parameters of the interaction function. In Fig. 7d, which uses the same context as in Fig. 7c, the peak and decay parameters have been changed, showing the effect on the catch range.

If we now return to the more elaborate example shown in Fig. 6, we can study the behavior of the net using the clamping method. Fig. 8a shows the potential energy curves resulting from applying the clamping method to the middle note of the triplet and the final sixteenth note. It shows clearly that the different contexts in which they appear result in different curves and that both will be directed towards the appropriate values. Note the wide catch ranges that allow rather large deviations to be quantized correctly and the smoothness of the curves. This smoothness (the lack of small local minima in the curve) is a result of the large number of interactions (364 and 91 for the triplet and sixteenth notes, respectively), which combine additively to yield each point on the curve. When the clamping experiment is rerun with performance data as context, more complex curves result, with a smaller catch range and a greater flatness, which is shown in Fig. 8b. Nonetheless, the durations still converge towards the correct metrical values.

The position of local maxima in the energy curves constitute the boundaries between the categories into which the data will be quantized. As a result, precise predictions can now be made about the perceptual interpretation of rhythmic sequences with a range of experimentally adjusted durations. It is our intention to compare these predictions with the results of empirical studies.

**Implementation**

In simulating a connectionist network, the calculated change in the state of one cell can be effectuated immediately (asynchronous update), or can be delayed, effectuating the change of all interactions at once (synchronous update). For asynchronous updates, a random order of visiting cells is generally preferred. In Table 1, a simplified implementation of the quantization model is given in Common Lisp [Steele 1984], based on synchronous updates.

The basic cells are represented as a vector of inter-onset intervals. The sum cells are not represented explicitly, but are recalculated, summing the represented interval of basic cells for each interaction. A macro is provided that implements the iteration over adjacent sum intervals. The described interaction function is the one we used for the Figs. 5 and 6. This simplified version requires the minimum inter-onset interval to be around 1. More elaborate versions run in Common Lisp and in C on stock hardware (Macintosh II and Atari ST series machines).

**Further Research**

The model we have presented needs high peak values to stabilize accurately. Because this results in smaller catch ranges, we are currently studying the automatic increasing of the peak parameter while...
Table 1. Micro version of the connectionist quantizer in CommonLISP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MICRO CONNECTIONIST QUANTIZER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988 P. Desain and H. Honing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Utilities

(defmacro for ((var &key (from 0) to) &body body)
  "Iterate body with var bound to successive values"
  (let ((to-var (gensym)))
    '(let ((,var ,from)(,to-var ,to))
      (loop ,when to '(when (> ,var ,to-var) (return))
        ,body
        (incf ,var)))))

(defmacro max-index (vector)
  "Return index of last element in a vector"
  '(- (array-dimension ,vector 0) 1))

(defmacro zero-vector! (vector)
  "Set elements of a vector to zero"
  '(for (index :from 0 :to (max-index ,vector))
    (setf (aref ,vector index) 0.0)))

(defmacro incf-vector-scalar! (a b from to)
  "Increment elements in a range of a vector"
  '(for (index :from ,from :to ,to)
    (incf (aref ,a index) ,b)))

(defmacro incf-relative-vector-vector! (a b)
  "Increment elements of a vector proportionally"
  '(for (index :from 0 :to (max-index ,a))
    (incf (aref ,a index) (* (aref ,a index) (aref ,b index)))))

(defun print-vector (times vector &optional (stream t))
  "Print all elements of vector"
  (format stream "n-%3d: " times)
  (for (index :from 0 :to (max-index vector))
    (format stream "%-2.1f" (float (aref vector index)))))

;;; control structure for iteration over intervals

(defmacro with-all-intervals (vector (begin end sum) (start finish) &body body)
  "Iterating over all intervals contained in [start,finish]"
  '(let ((,sum)
        (for ,,begin :from ,start :to ,finish)
        (setf ,sum 0.0)
        (for ,,end :from ,begin :to ,finish)
        (incf ,sum (aref ,vector ,end))
        ,body))))

(cont'd)
(defmacro with-intervals (vector (begin end sum) (start finish) &body body)
  "Iterating over intervals"
  '(let ((,sum 0.0)(,begin ,start))
    (for (,end :from ,start :to ,finish)
      (incf ,sum (aref ,vector ,end))
      ,@body))
)

(defmacro with-adjacent-intervals
  (vector (a-begin a-end b-begin b-end a-sum b-sum) &body body)
  "Iterating over interval pairs"
  '(let ((max-index (max-index ,vector)))
    (with-all-intervals ,vector ((a-begin ,a-end ,a-sum) (0 (1- max-index))
      (with-intervals ,vector ((b-begin ,b-end ,b-end ,b-sum)
        ((1+ ,a-end) max-index)
        ,@body))))
)

;;; Main quantization procedures
(defun quantize! (durations &optional (peak 4)(decay -1))
  "Quantize data in durations vector"
  (let ((changes (make-array (length durations) :initial-element 0.0)))
    (for (times :from 0)
      (print-vector times durations)
      (update! durations changes peak decay))))

(defun update! (durations changes peak decay)
  "Update all durations synchronously"
  (zero-vector! changes)
  (with-adjacent-intervals durations
    (a-begin a-end b-begin b-end a-sum b-sum)
    (let ((delta (if (> a-sum b-sum)
      (delta (/ a-sum b-sum) peak decay)
      (- (delta (/ b-sum a-sum) peak decay))))
      (incf-vector-scalar! changes (/ delta a-sum) a-begin a-end)
      (incf-vector-scalar! changes (- (/ delta b-sum) b-begin b-end)))
      (incf-relative-vector-vector! durations changes))
  )

(defun delta (ratio peak decay)
  "Return change of time interval"
  (let ((delta-ratio (interaction ratio peak decay))
    (/ delta-ratio (+ 1 ratio delta-ratio))))
)

;;; (cont'd)
The network comes to rest. The dependency of the model on absolute time and absolute tempi is still an open question. The most difficult rhythmic cases for this model are: [1] those that involve additive durations that emerge when rests and tied notes occur in the data and [2] divisive rhythms, such as when a quintuplet is adjacent to a triplet. Our aim is to be able to characterize exactly the limits of the model and to evaluate the computational requirements and the psychological plausibility of the results. A further aim is to develop a robust technical tool for real-time quantization using a process model. Tempo tracking is then an absolute necessity.

**Conclusion**

We consider the compound model presented here to be promising. In difficult cases the system undergoes a graceful degradation instead of a sudden breakdown: that is, the range in which rhythms are caught and quantized correctly becomes more and more limited. However, it is a paradoxical problem with connectionist models that their adaptability means that even a rough first implementation, with obvious bugs, may exhibit appropriate behavior. In order to increase an understanding of the process involved, it is necessary to develop specialized tools for diagnosis and investigation. The clamping

```lisp
(defun interaction (ratio peak decay)
  ;;Return change of ratio
  (let ((position (1- (* 2 (- ratio (floor ratio)))))
    (goal (round ratio)))
    (* (- goal ratio)
      (abs (expt position peak))
      (expt goal decay))))
;;; usage examples
;;; minimum element in data should be larger than 1
;(quantize! (vector 1.1 2.0 2.9))
;(quantize! (vector 11.77 5.92 2.88 3.37 4.36 3.37 3.87
  6.00 6.34 2.96 2.80 2.96 3.46 11.93))
```

method described here seems to have considerable potential, and we are confident that further tools of a similar sort will develop as connectionist modeling gathers momentum.
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